
Jack Ryan Whiskey announces

The Ryans of Dublin are award-winning Single Malt Finishers, six generations in 
Irish Whiskey. Toomevara is named after the Tipperary townland where Thomas 
Ryan was born in 1873, a time Irish Whiskey ruled the world. Small premium 
release of 3,500 numbered bottles, signed by Eunan Ryan. To be followed by 
Haddington, and Finisher’s Touch.   
 
Toomevara 10YO Single Malt Irish Whiskey 46% ABV

Toomevara, aged in American Oak, finished in Calvados through a collaboration 
with Château du Breuil of Normandy, France.    

Colour: Gold Mellow Yellow

Nose: Three shades of apple. Dry and yeasty stewed apple warmth, sour green 
apple gummies, and the leafier tang of green apples themselves. Beneath that, sap, 
cut grass, and orange cream soda which, after a little honey cuts the grasses with the 
creams, turns to actual orange peel. Leafier with water.

Palate: Apple pie in a glass. Soft cinnamon, rich applesauce, a light zesty tang as if 
those apples were unripe, a slight trace of citrus peel and enough mouth-watering 
juice to bind the sauces to the fruits. 

Finish: Sandalwood edges round the lingering sauce. Dusty, dry, and even a little yeasty although the sweet green apple tang 
from the nose still sidles past the finish. One for the grey days. 

Pacific Edge/Preiss Imports 
Agoura Hills, CA · 818-879-0946 

preissimports.com · pacificedgesales.com

First release in The Generation Trilogy
Fine 10YO Single Malt, finished in Château du Breuil Calvados

The Generation Trilogy



The Generation Trilogy celebrates 6 generations of the Ryan family, their 

assured finisher’s touch matured from Toomevara in 19th century Tipperary, 

through Haddington Road in 20th century Dublin, to today’s award-winning 

independent finishers and bottlers.

The Ryan Finisher’s Touch includes rum, 
calvados, Madeira, virgin oak and (of 

course) bourbon, using selected casks and 
barrels sourced and seasoned through 
collaborations including Château du 

Breuil (Normandy France) and Justino’s 
(Madeira Portugal).

Jack Ryan sources, procures and weds the finest 
of Single Malt Irish to the best seasoned barrels 

from around the globe, to craft, finish and 
bottle premium small and single cask releases, 

assigned to and sold in discerning whiskey 
circles and markets worldwide.  

Pacific Edge/Preiss Imports 
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The Generation Trilogy

For more information visit www.jackryanwhiskey.com. Follow Jack Ryan Whiskey on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 
Register interest and receive Jack Ryan Updates
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